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1. Introduction
$G$ , $M$ ( ) $G$- . $G$ $M$ cohomology $H^{*}(G, M)$
$M$ $\mathbb{Z}G$- , bar resolution .
cohomolo ’. $H$ 1 $(G, M)$
, $H^{2}(G, M)$ . , association scheme
, . , cohomology
association scheme $(X, G)$ $M$ cohomology
, . ,
$\circ$ complex cohomology
. , 2 cohomology
. [ $\mathrm{B}\mathrm{H}$ , cohomology
association scheme 1 .
, , bar resolution cohomology
cohomology $\text{ }$ ([B], [S] ).
association scheme . $G’$ , $M$ $G$
.
{ $[g_{1}|\ldots|$g$n$ ] $|g_{1},$ $\ldots,g_{n}\in G-\{1\}$ }
$\mathbb{Z}G$- $B_{n}$ . $\mathbb{Z}G$- $d_{n}$ : $B_{n}arrow B_{n-1}$.
$n-1$
$d_{\mathrm{n}}[g_{1}|\cdots|\mathrm{y}_{n}]$ $=[g2|$ . . . $|g\mathrm{J}+$l$(-1)^{i}[g_{1}|\cdots|$g$i$g$i+1|\cdots|$g$f$J
$i=1$
$+(–1)^{n}[g_{1}|\cdots|$g$n-$tlg$n$
. . $arrow B_{1}arrow B_{0}a_{1}arrow \mathbb{Z}arrow 0$
$\mathbb{Z}$ . $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{\mathbb{Z}G}$ (Bn’ $M$)
$C^{\mathfrak{n}}(G, M)=$ { $f:$ $G^{\iota}’arrow M|$ $\prime i$ $g_{i}=1$ $f(g_{1},$ $\ldots$ , $g_{n})=0$}
,
$\partial_{n}=\mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{z}c(d_{\iota+1}., l\mathcal{V}I)$ : $C^{l}’(G, NI)arrow C^{|1+1},(G, M)$
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$0arrow Marrow Karrow Garrow 1$
. 2
$0arrow Marrow.K_{i}.arrow Ga.\beta.arrow$ l $(\prime i=1,‘ 2)$
$\varphi$ : $K_{1}arrow K_{2}$
$\varphi\alpha_{1}=\alpha_{2},$ $\beta_{1}=\beta_{2}\varphi$ . $G_{0}$ $G$ $M$
.
$0arrow Marrow G_{0}arrow G’a\betaarrow 1$
, $\gamma$ : $Garrow G0$ \beta \gamma =id splitting . 2 splitting $\gamma_{1},$ $\gamma_{\mathit{2}}$’
, $m\in M$ $g\in G$ \gamma l(g) $=\alpha(m)\gamma_{2}(g)\alpha(m)^{-1}$
$\gamma_{1}$ $\gamma_{2}$ $M$- . 1 2 cohomolo
.([B,IV(2.3),(3.12)])
(1. 1) spliting $H^{1}(G, M)$ .
(1.2) $G$ $M$ , $G$ $M$
$H^{2}(G, M)$ .
2 association scheme , 3 association
scheme . 4 , association scheme $(X, G’)$ $M$
cohomology $H^{*}$ $(G,M)$ bar resolution
. 5 (1.2) , 6 (1.1) .
7 .
2. Association schemes
association scheme, closed subset factor association scheme
. ( $\llcorner \text{ }$ [Z] .)
Definition 2.1 $X$ , $G$ $X\cross X$ , $X \mathrm{x}X=\bigcup_{g\in G}g$ disjoint
$\emptyset\not\in G$ . $1_{X}=\{(x, x) |x\in X\}\in G$ , $g\in G$ $g^{*}=\{(y, x)$ $|(x,\prime y)\in$
$g\}\in G$ . , $g,$ $h,$ $k\in G$ ( , $a_{ghk}\in \mathbb{Z},$ $a_{ghk}$. $\geq 0$
$(x, y)\in k$
$|\{z\in X|(x, z)\in g, (z,\prime y)\in h\}|=a_{ghk}$
88
, $(X, G)$ association scheme .
Example 2.2 $G$ , $g\in G$ ,
$\tilde{g}=\{(x, y)\in G\cross G|y=x.g\}$
$\tilde{G}=\{\tilde{g}|g\in G\}$
$(G,\tilde{G})$ association scheme .
Deflnition 2.3 $(X, G)$ association scheme . $g,$ $h,$ $k\in G$ ,
$gh=\{l\in G|a_{ghl}>0\}$
$ghk=\cup lkl\in gh$
, $(x,y)\in g$ $xy=g$ .
Defi.tion 2.4 association scheme $(X, G)$ th , $g\in G$ $\dot{\mathrm{J}}\cdot$. $\in\hat";$
,
$|\{\prime y\in X|(x.,\ell y)\in g\}|=1$
.
Remark 2.5 $(X, G)$ thin association scheme , $G$ . ,
$g,$ $h\in G$ $|gh|=1$ , $gh=\{k\}$ $gh=k$ [ $G$
. , $(X, G)\simeq(G, G\tilde)$ .
Definition 2.6 $(X, G)$ association scheme . $H(\neq\emptyset)\subseteq G’$ $G$ closed subset
, $h,$ $k\in H$ , $h^{*}k\subseteq H$ .
Deflnition 2.7 $(X, G)$ association scheme, $H$ $G$ closed subset . $x\in X$
,
$xH=\{\prime y\in \mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}’|.\cdot x^{\ell}.y\in H\}$
$H_{xH}=\{hxH |h\in H\}$ $h_{xH}=$ {(’y, $z)\in h|y,$ $z\in xH$}
$g\in G$ ,




Proposition 2.8 $(X, G)$ association scheme .
$(1)$ ( $[\mathrm{Z}$ , Theorem 1.5. ) closed subset $H$ $x\in X$ , $(xH, H_{xH})$ association
scheme .
$(2)$ ( $[\mathrm{Z}$ , Theorem 1.5.4]) closed subset $H$ , $(X/H, G//H)$ association scheme
.
(3) ( $[\mathrm{Z}$ , Theorem 2.3.4]) $(X/R, G//R)$ thin closed subset $R$
80
. (thin residue .) , $\overline{G}’=G//R$ $|$
3. Extensions of association schemes
, association scheme $[\mathrm{Z}, 1.7]$ .
Definition 3.1 $(X, G),$ $(Y, B^{\cdot})$ association scheme .
$\varphi=$ ( $\varphi_{X},$ $\varphi$G): $(X, G)arrow(Y, H)$
homomorphism ,
$\varphi$X: $Xarrow Y$, $\varphi$G: $Carrow H$
, $x_{1},$ $x_{2}\in X,$ $g$ \in G ,
$(1)(x_{1},x_{2})\in g$ ( $\varphi x$ (x1), $\varphi x(x_{2}.)$ ) $\in\varphi G$ (g)
(2) ($\varphi x$ (x1), $\varphi_{X}(x_{2})$) $\in\varphi c$ (g) $\varphi_{X}(x_{i})=\varphi_{X}$ ( zi), $\exists(z_{1}, z_{2})\in g$
.
. $X$ ,
. association scheme $(X, G)$ , $x_{0}\in X$
.
Definition 3.2 $(X, G),$ $(Y, H^{\cdot}),$ $(Z, K)$ assocoation scheme .
$(Y, H)arrow a(Z, K)arrow\beta(X, G)$
, $(’X, G)$ $(Y, H)$ .




Example 3.3 $(X, G’)$ assocoation scheme, $H$ $G$ closed subset . ,
$(x_{0}H,.H_{x_{0}H})arrow(X, G^{t})arrow(_{d}\mathrm{Y}/H, G//H)$
$(X/H, G//H)$ $(x_{0}H, H_{x_{0}H})$ ( $x_{0}H$ ) .
2 .
Definition3.42
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ : (Y, $H$) $arrow\alpha.\cdot$ (Zi, $K_{i}$) $arrow\beta$. (X, $G$) $(i=1, ‘ 2)$
,
$\varphi$ : ( $Z_{1}$ , $K\text{ }$ \rightarrow (Z2, $K_{2}$ )
$\varphi\alpha_{1}=\alpha_{2},$ $\beta_{1}=h\varphi$ , $E_{1}$ ’ E2 4 .
4. Cohomology of association schemes
8
$(X, G)$ associafion scheme, $x_{0}\in X,$ $M$ ( ) $\overline{G}$- . $rn\in M$ $g\in G$
, $mg=m(g^{R})$ $R$ $G$ thin residue, $\overline{G}’=G//R$ .
Definition4J $n>0$ ,
$C^{n}(X, M)=$ { $\sigma$ : $X^{n}arrow M|\sigma$ (x1, . . . , $x_{n})=0$ if $x_{i-1}=x_{i},$ $1\leq\exists i\leq n$ }
$C^{n}$ (G, $M$) $=$ { $f$ : $G^{n}arrow M|f(g_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $g_{ll})=0$ if $x_{i}.=1\chi,$ $1\leq\exists i\leq n$}
$C^{0}(X, M)=C^{0}(G, M)=M$ . $n>0$ ,
$\lambda_{n}$ : $C^{n}.(G, M)arrow C^{f}$. 1 $(X, M)$
$\lambda_{n}(f)(x_{1}, \ldots,x_{f\iota}.)=f$(x.0x1, $x_{1}x_{2},$ $\ldots,x_{n-1}.x_{tl}^{\backslash }$)
, $\lambda_{0}=id_{M}$ .
, $\partial_{n}$ : $C^{n}$ (G, $M$) $arrow C^{\tau n+1},$ (X, $M$) , $n>0$ ,
$\partial_{n}$ (f) $(x_{1}, . . . , x_{n+1})=f(x_{1}x_{2}, . . . , x_{n}x_{n+1})+. \sum_{i=1}^{n}(-1)^{i}.f\cdot(x_{0}x_{1}, \ldots, x_{i}.1^{L}..i\dashv 1, \ldots, x_{l},x_{\iota j}.,1)$
$+(-1)^{n\dashv- 1}f(x_{0}x_{1}, \ldots, x_{\iota-1},x_{n})x_{n}..x_{n+1}$
, a: $Marrow C^{1}$ (X, $M$) ,
$\partial_{0}$ (m) $(x_{1})=r\tau\iota-rr\iota.x_{0}.x_{1}$
.
Example 4.2 $n=1$ f,
1 (f) $(x_{1}, \prime x_{2})=f(x_{1}x_{2})-f\cdot(x_{0}x_{2})+J^{\cdot}(x_{0}x_{1})x$lx2.
Deflnition 4.3 $n>0$ , cohomology .
$Z^{l}$’((X, $G$), $M$) $=\lambda_{n}$ (Ker ,$1$ ) $+\mathrm{I}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}$ $\partial_{n-1}$
$B^{n}((X, G),$ $M)=1\mathrm{m}\partial_{1\iota-}1$
$H^{n}((X, G),$ $M)=Z^{n}((X, G),$ $M)/B^{n}((X, G),$ $M)$
$(X, G)$ thin association scheme , $\lambda_{n}$. . $\lambda_{n}$ $C^{n}(G^{t}, M)$
$C^{n}$ (X, $M$) , $\partial_{n}$. 1 .
$G=\overline{G}$ . ,
Theorem 4.4 $(X, G)$ thin , $H^{n}$ ((X, $G$), $M$) $\simeq H^{n}.$ (G, $M$).
5. $H^{2}$ and extensions




Deflnition 5.1 $\tilde{Z}^{2}((X, G)$ , $M)$ 2 $\sigma\in C^{2}$, $(X, \mathit{1}1I)$
.
(1) $\varphi$ : $Garrow M$ $x_{1},x_{2}\in X$
$\sigma(x_{2},x_{1})+\sigma(x_{1}, x_{2})x_{1}x_{2}=\varphi(x_{1}x_{2})$
.
(2) $g,$ $h,$ $k\in G_{\backslash }m$ \in M , $b_{ghk,m}$ , $(x_{1}, x_{2})\in k$
,
$|$ {$x\in X|(x_{1},x)\in g,$ $(x,$ $x_{2})\in h,$ $\sigma$ (x1, $x)h+\sigma(x,$ $x_{2})-\sigma(x_{1},$ $x_{2})=m$} $|=b_{ghk,nl}$
.
Definition 5.2 $\sigma\in C^{2}(G, M)$ , $X_{\sigma}=X\mathrm{x}M$ , $(g, m)\in G\mathrm{x}M$
,
$(g,m)_{\sigma}=\{((x_{1}, m_{1}),$ $(x_{2},m_{2}))\in X_{\sigma}\cross X_{\sigma}|(x_{1}, x_{2})\in g,$ $-m1g$ $\dashv- rJl_{2}$ $7^{-}|.l$ { $\sigma$(xb $x_{2})$ }
,
$G_{\sigma}=\{(g, m)_{\sigma}|g\in G, m\in M\}$
$\text{ _{}\mathrm{t}}$
$G_{\sigma}$ X , $(X_{\sigma}, G\sigma)$ association scheme
. .
Theorem 5.3 (1) $(X_{\sigma}, G,)$ association scheme $\sigma\in$
$\tilde{Z}^{2}$ ((X, $G$), $M$) .
(2) $((X, G),$ $M)\subseteq\tilde{Z}^{2}((X, G)$ , $M)$ . ,
$\tilde{H}^{2}((X, G),$ $M)=\tilde{Z}^{2}((X, G),$ $M)/B^{2}((X, G)$ , $\mathit{1}\mathrm{V}\mathit{1})$
.
$(3)\sigma\in\tilde{Z}^{2}((X, G)$ , $M)$ ,
$E(\sigma)$ : $(M,\tilde{M})arrow\alpha(X_{\sigma}, G_{\sigma})arrow\beta(X, G)$
$\alpha$M$(m)=(x_{0}, m),$ $\beta$X$o$. $(x,m)=x$
\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$} $(\tilde{n})=(^{-}1_{X}, \prime n)_{\sigma}$ , $\beta_{G_{\sigma}’}(g, n)_{\sigma}=g$
$(X, G)$ $(M,\tilde{M})$ .
(4) $\sigma,$ $\sigma’\in\tilde{Z}^{2}((X,G)$ , $M)$ , $E$ (\sigma ) $E(d)$
$\sigma-\sigma’\in$ B2((X, $G$), $M$) .
Definition 5.4 $(X, G)$ $(M,\tilde{M})$
$(M,\tilde{M})arrow\alpha(Z, K)arrow\beta(X, G)$
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$k\in K,$ $\uparrow n\in M$
$k^{*}\alpha_{\tilde{M}}(7\tilde{n})k\cap{\rm Im}\alpha_{\overline{M}}=\{\alpha_{\check{M}}((m\beta(k))^{\sim})\}$
{ $\mathcal{E}((X, G),$ $M)$
, $G$ $M$
. Theorem 5.3 . $(X, G)$ thin assocation schenie
(1) , (2) ( (1.2)) .
Corollary 5.5 $(1)H^{2}((X, G),$ $M)\subseteq\tilde{H}^{2}$ ( (X, $G),$ $M$ ).
(2) $\tilde{H}^{2}( (X, G)$ , $M)arrow \mathcal{E}((X, G)$ , $M)$ .
6. $H^{1}$ and split extensions
$(X, G)$ association scheme, $x_{0}\in X,$ $M$ $\overline{G}$- , $\overline{G}’=G’//R,$ $R$ $G$
thin residue .
$E(0)$ : $(M,\tilde{M})arrow(\alpha X_{0}, G_{0})arrow(X, G)\beta$
. ,
$X_{0}=X\cross M$
$G_{0}=\{(g, n)_{0}|g\in G’, n\in M\}$
$(g, n)_{0}=\{((x_{1},m_{1}), (x_{2}, m_{2}))|(x_{1}, x_{2})\in g, -m_{1}g+m_{2}=n\}$
.
Definition 6.1 homomorphism $\gamma=$ ($\gamma_{X},$ $\gamma$G): $(\lrcorner \mathrm{k}’, G’)arrow(_{d}\lambda_{0}’, G_{0})\hslash\grave{)}\backslash$
$\beta\gamma=\prime id_{(X,G)},$ $\gamma$X $(x_{0}.)=(’\downarrow_{0}.,0_{M})$
, $\gamma$ ( $E(0)$ ) splitting . $\gamma$ $\gamma’$ splittirig . $m\in M$
$g\in G$ ,
$\{\gamma_{G}^{l}(g)\}=\alpha_{\overline{M}}$ ( ) $\gamma c(g)\alpha_{\overline{M}}(\tilde{m})^{*}$
, $\gamma$ $\gamma’$ M- .
( (1.1)) .
Theorem 6.2 $H^{1}((X, G),$ $M)$ splitting $M$- -\leftrightarrow - --^
.
7. Example
association scheme ) $\tilde{H}^{2}$ ((X, $G^{t}$), $\mathbb{Z}/‘ 2\mathbb{Z}$) .
,
.
, $X=$ $\{1,2, \ldots, n\},$ $n\geq 3,$ $G=\{1X, \Delta\}$ , $\Delta=\{(x,\prime y)|x\neq\prime y\}$ $G$ $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}_{11}$
residue $G’$ , $\overline{G}’$ . $\overline{G}’$ $\mathbb{Z}/2\mathbb{Z}$ .
Proposition 7.1 (1) $H^{2}$ ((X, $G$), $\mathbb{Z}/2\mathbb{Z}$ ) $=0$ .
(2) $n$ $\tilde{H}^{2}( (X, G)$ , $\mathbb{Z}/2\mathbb{Z})=0$ .
$\theta 4$
$n$ , $n=4$
. $\tilde{H}^{2}$ $((X, G)$ , $\mathbb{Z}/2\mathbb{Z})$ ,
.
Example 72 $n=4$ $H^{2}((X, G),$ $\mathbb{Z}/2\mathbb{Z})\simeq \mathbb{Z}/2\mathbb{Z}$ .
$Z^{2}$ ((X, $G$), $\mathbb{Z}/2\mathbb{Z}$) 4 .
$0000$ $0000$ $0000$ $00)00$ $(\begin{array}{llll}0 0 0 00 0 \mathrm{l} 10 1 0 10 1 \mathrm{l} 0\end{array})$ $(\begin{array}{llll}0 0 0 0\mathrm{l} 0 0 \mathrm{l}\mathrm{l} 1 0 01 0 \mathrm{l} 0\end{array})$ $(\begin{array}{llll}0 0 0 0\mathrm{l} 0 \mathrm{l} \mathrm{U}1 0 0 1.\mathrm{l} \mathrm{l}^{-} 0 0\end{array})$
$\sigma\in C^{2}$ (X, $\mathbb{Z}/2\mathbb{Z}$), $\sigma:X\cross Xarrow \mathbb{Z}/2\mathbb{Z}$ $(\sigma(i,j))_{1\leq i,j\leq 4}$ .
, $x_{0}=1$ . 2 $B^{2}((X, G),$ $\mathbb{Z}/2\mathbb{Z})$ .
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